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Student Leadership in the
Senior Prep
So, a new year is upon us. In December we said goodbye to our
senior boys and in January we welcomed our new senior class the Grade 7s of 2021. Many of these boys are now in their ninth
year at Wetpups and are facing their final chapter before moving
on to high school.
In school systems around the world, the senior class is looked to,
to step up and become the student leaders of the school. This is
nothing the students have asked for, but rather a default position
based on the fact that they are the oldest cohort in the student
body.
I am sure that many boys over the years have had this wielded
over their heads, as they were reprimanded with the line, “You’re
meant to be a leader!”
But, what is a leader, and how do we perceive student leadership
at Wetpups?
leadership
noun
the action of leading a group of people or an organisation
One can obviously turn to a dictionary to explore the meaning, but
these definitions are often generic and simplistic and, in this case,
overlook the nuances of both personalities and leadership styles.
In the past, I have asked Grade 6 boys whether they saw
themselves as leaders and many have responded in “shock”, as
they have not felt that they were one of the following:
 someone who is the best in their sport,
 someone who commands attention owing to their physical
presence, or
 someone who is simply more extroverted.

All our Grade 7s are given the choice to serve in an area of their
interest or passion. In their chosen portfolios, they work as a
group under the mentorship of a staff member and are provided
with opportunities to develop their leadership skills. The portfolios
meet with their mentor once a week to discuss their ideas, and
toplan, prepare, and execute their goals for the year.
The Grade 7 Leadership Portfolios for 2021 include the following:
 Arts and Culture
 Community Service and Outreach
 Environment and Sustainability
 IT and Technology
 Library
 Public Relations and Events
 School Council
 Sports Leaders
We look forward to guiding all our Grade 7 boys in exploring their
potential through their active engagement in the daily life of our
school, encouraging them to collaborate in developing responsible
citizenship and clear communication skills along the way.
We hope to post regular updates with regard to their efforts, so
that we can all see how they progress and make their mark on the
Wetpups community.
WARREN BOARDMAN-SMITH - Head of Senior Prep

These perceptions resulted in many shying away from exploring
their own leadership potential as they did not see themselves as
leaders.
It is for this reason that a number of years ago we adopted a new
approach to leadership development at Wetpups. We strongly
believe in servant leadership, a concept first published by Robert K
Greenleaf in 1970.
A servant-leader focuses primarily on the growth and wellbeing of people and the communities to which they belong.
While traditional leadership generally involves the accumulation and exercise of power by one at the “top of the pyramid,”
servant leadership is different. The servant-leader shares power, puts the needs of others first and helps people develop and
perform as highly as possible.
https://www.greenleaf.org/what-is-servant-leadership/
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Stuart Hudson (Grade 7 Library Portfolio
Committee Member) enjoying a break.
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Old Boys, Wesley White and James Murphy (Grade 7 Leavers 2008) are seen here training at the SA 7s practice. Good luck
James and Wesley, we are so proud of you both.
Congratulations to the following WPPS Grade 7 Leavers - 2015

Summer Sports Captains 2021
Sport has the potential to change the world; it has the power to
inspire and unite people.
At Wetpups we encourage all our boys to keep a balance between
sport, culture, and academics. In our sporting leaders we look to
those who can create hope, influence their peers to always be
committed to doing the right thing, who are capable of leading
their respective team through the various challenges they may
face, are able to break down all barriers in a team and unite their
teammates and, lastly, to display a level of performance that is
synonymous with the Wetpups way.
When first team captains are selected, they are given the
opportunity to hone the skills and values that will assist them
throughout their lives in a variety of social spheres, and we hope
that these young men seize these moments and rise to the
challenges that come about in a leadership role. We hope they will
inspire those around them and throughout all the age groups, and
become the spearhead that represents what WPPS sport is all
about - courage, determination, perseverance, pride and respect.
This is a huge responsibility for any young person, and we wish
them all the best in their respective roles over the course of the
year.








Dylan and Tristan Barow (above) both achieved seven
distinctions for their matric exams The twins are looking
forward to studying Actuarial Science at the University of
Cape Town.
Andrew Low attained a 96.2% aggregate for his matric
exams.
Alex Saurma-Jeltsch and Jordan Welsh each achieved eight
distinctions.
Michael Ford (below) attained eight distinctions while
fulfilling the role of Head Boy. He was also Captain of Rugby
and Water Polo.

We are so proud of these boys and their achievements, well
done!

Athletics: Farhan Patel

Cricket: Alexander Tadross

Swimming: Luca Williams

Tennis: Nicholas Axten

Water Polo: Matthew Fenn

Thought for the Week
"Be kind, for everyone you meet is fighting a hard battle."
Greek-Jewish philosopher Philo (20 BC - 50 AD)
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Grade 5 Frame
and Shell
Structures

Headmaster’s Assembly and
Chapel Service
Click on the following link to view this week’s Headmaster’s
Assembly: https://www.loom.com/
share/1c9855110ebf4b40851acfdd4fa41cc9
Click on the following link to view this week’s Chapel Service:
https://drive.google.com/file/
d/1snSSLudk6VVCYyWB3Z3QS9UDve4EYz09/view

Second-Hand School Shop
We are so grateful to Myfanwy Abernethy and Isabelle Read for
continuing to run the Second-Hand School Shop at Wetpups.
They are doing their very best to make times available under the
COVID regulations Please book your appointment via this
link https://docs.google.com/document/
d/1h96_Udp1TwonV4bRXWLH4p0dFma6VOfoM1rFdZICOyg/
Please remove your names from the schedule if you are not able
to keep your appointment.
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Grade 1 Activities
The boys worked in pairs using a Kagan structure. They asked their
partner to write letters in chalk and then gave a word starting with
that letter. They checked each other’s letter formation and
corrected their partner if they had to. What a fun way to learn!

For this weeks STEAM activity the boys listened to the story of
“The Three Billy Goats Gruff”. Working in pairs and using clothes
pegs, sucker sticks and pipe cleaners they had to
construct a bridge which would support a plastic animal. This was
challenging. A pair of boys was overheard saying, “we tried and
tried and we eventually got it.” Just amazing as it gets the boys
talking, discussing and being patient with each other.

The boys are learning to halve numbers using Numicon. They are loving learning outdoors in this lovely weather!
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